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DEMONSTRATION OF A PROPOSITION. 

by the editor. 

Proposition. ? The locus of the vertex of a Parabola which rolh on an 

egual parabola is a Cissoid. 

The above proposition is announced, it is said, by Prof, Olney in his 

General Geometry and Calculus, but without demonstration. 

It is proposed here to determine the locus of any point in the axis of the 

rolling parabola, from which the locus of the vertex will be found as a par- 
ticular case of the more general proposition. 

Let AL represent the common vertical tangent to the two parabolas A- 

PQ and AP'Q'y and let PandP' be ] 
their foci, and F'l a directrix through 
Ff. Let P be any point in the para? 
bola APQy and AB, BP coordinates I 

to the point P. Then, putting AF j 
= a, AB = x and PB = y we have? | 
from the property of the parabola, 

y = 2i/(ax) (1) 

Suppose the parabola AP' Q' to have 

rolled to the position occupied by the 

parabola A'PQ", the two parabolas 

being now tangent at P. Draw PK 

parallel to the axis AB and intersect- 

ing the directrix in F"; then because, | 

by property ofthe parabola, PF"~ PF} and because FF" is perpendicular 
to, and is bisected by a tangent at P, therefore F" is at the focus ofthe par? 
abola A'PQ"; therfore the focus of the rolling parabola is always on the di? 
rectrix F'Iy and consequently the locus of F' is a straight line. 

Let D' represent any point in the axis of the parabola AP1 Q', at a dis? 

tance b from the focus F'} and let the curve D'D" represent the locus of 

D') then, A being the origin of coordinates, A C and CD" will be rectangu? 
lar coordinates to the point D". Put AC = CD" = xf and AC = CD" 

Take FD = F'D' (= b) and join DP and PD". Then because in the 

triangles DPF and D"PF" the angles at D and D" are equal; and be? 

cause their containing sides DF and DP9 and D"!*' and D"P are equal, 
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each to each, and their opposite sides FP and F"P are also equal, therefore 

the triangles are identical; hence the exterior angles PFB and D"F"Ha,re 

equal. Consequently the triangles PFB and D"F"H are similar. Hence 

FB : BP :: F"H: HD", or (a ? _) : 2/ :: _F"2_ : HD". 

But because DP = D"P and _)_* = D'T", we have, (Eucl. 12, II), 

2FDXFB = 2F'PXF'H, 

or 26(o 
? 

x) = 2(o + x) JP"lf; 

_-'_f =___=__.(2) a + a? 

Substituting this value for i^'JET in the above proportion we have 

a-x:y :: h-^=*) :HD"; 9 a + x 
' 

HD"^y-+~.(S) a + x 

Hence we have 

x' = F"R + F'A - ^a 
~ ^ 

+ a . . . . (4) a + x v ' 

and y' = HD" + BP=^ 
V^rrx 

+ V.(&) 

From (4) we get 

_a(b + a ? x') 

and from (5) and (1), 

* - 
b?a + x".W 

or, by substituting for a? from (6), 

M?+6+*'KI(ot;).<7> 

which is the equation to the locus of D'. 

If we take b = ? a, D' will coincide with _4, and we shall have for the 

locus of the vertex 

^ 
-\a>' ?2a \2a? x" 

which is the equation of a cissoid. 

Suggestion.?The circumstance that the locus of F' is a straight line sug- 

gests various applications of the locus of D' in practical mechanics; as by 

shifting the point Df we can produce any desired curvature between a straight 
line and a curve approximating nearly to that of a circle. 
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